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The advancement of smart devices and wireless networking have been en-
abling the Internet of Things to establish a presence in the market. Manufactur-
ers offer different IoT solutions for a vast range of IoT deployments, starting from
home automation to building smart cities. Despite the immense progress on creat-
ing the physical building blocks of IoT, there is an essential need to define how to
manage the vast deployment of the devices. There will be a tremendous increase
of information from the devices. Managing the intelligent devices to provide an
intuitive IoT experience requires a software abstraction with a scalable and ef-
fective architecture. Through research on the Warble platform, we encapsulate
our exploration of the architectural model to resolve the IoT management prob-
lem. Enabling interoperability and personalized IoT experiences needs a middle-
ware that embraces a user-driven approach to communicate with assorted devices
across multiple manufactures and ecosystems. We introduce the Warble middle-
ware, an IoT management middleware with an extensible abstraction of person-
alization and interoperability. The middleware abstracts the complexity of com-
municating across various devices, and enables applications to learn from prior
user interactions within the IoT space. Furthermore, we also introduce Mesh, an
IoT framework for research and development of IoT model architecture, which en-
ables the creation of IoT and to define their structured collaborations. Through this
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thesis, we present the architecture and the internal mechanisms of both software
artifacts. Subsequently, we evaluate our implementations through a use case that
demonstrates their contributions to IoT research.
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The Internet of Things changes the way we live, and we will all soon be part of
the revolution. The implementation is not limited to improving home automation
but also includes industrial, health, and countless more applications. With time,
we find more everyday devices have the necessary computational capability and
are available wirelessly. Electronic chips are getting smaller and more powerful,
becoming readily able to support the device requirements for automation. While
smart devices are quickly emerging as the endpoints, the challenge still remains
unresolved on the systematic strategy to embed these smart devices into the fabric
of human life (Weiser, 1999).
Unconsciously, the nature of most human interactions with devices encom-
passes three processes, i.e, SENSING the target domain, ANALYZING needs or
intentions to change the domain state, and EXECUTING a series of actions to in-
fluence the domain. The IOT could generously help to manage interactions that
are predictable, trivial, time-consuming, physically unreachable, out-of-scale, or
even dangerous to do. Some examples are switching on the appropriate lights
in a room (predictable and trivial), monitoring a security camera for suspicious
activities all day (time-consuming), locking the front door of a house remotely
(physically unreachable), diagnosing vehicle engine health (out-of-scale), sensing
possible radioactive leaks in a nuclear power plant (dangerous), and so on.
At present, smart devices are collectively able to do most, if not all, of these
processes, enabling the future likelihood for non-automated interactions to be au-
tomated. Sensors and actuators could perform collect information about the envi-
ronment and influence the physical environment respectively whereas computers
are able to apply analytics towards the informative input data. Nevertheless, the
prime challenge is to unify these functional processes to work together as if they
understand each other. From another perspective, the IOT can be seen as a com-
plex data management and manipulation problem.
One of the objectives in this study is to introduce a programming abstraction
adjacent to the user, taking a form of a management middleware, called the WAR-
BLE middleware . It allows the user to continuously discover surrounding devices
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and to provide interaction channels to the most relevant and available devices to
embody the intent of the user in physical space. The middleware sits on a personal
mobile device to act as a proxy for the user in the space. We employ a user-driven
approach, keeping all the sensing and analysis in the user side. The output of the
middleware is a series of explicit commands to the devices.
The fact that a vast diversity of devices exists requires WARBLE middleware
to explicitly enable interoperability. At present, there are many different ecosystems
introduced by different vendors, for example, Nest (Nest, 2011), Philips Hue (Philips
Hue, 2012), Withings (Withings, 2009), Wink (Wink, 2014). Each ecosystem has its
own workspace having an imaginary barrier which makes them incompatible with
each other, including the core analytic components, the interfaces, and the commu-
nication channels. WARBLE embraces the variety of ecosystems rather than defin-
ing a platform-independent standard. We presume that diversity is a great asset to
converge into the most optimized and mature IOT.
Secondly, human-device interaction is not apart from personal preference. WAR-
BLE middleware design incorporates personalization by direct user feedback and
prior user interaction analysis. It records the user context when performing a spe-
cific interaction, where Context is defined as an instance of environmental and non-
environmental situation in a given time and location. This study does not discuss
an optimized algorithm to represent the personalization, yet the middleware en-
ables the extensible resources in its form.
Thirdly, the WARBLE middleware also promotes ease of programming for top-
level applications to enter the IOT domain. Developing a user application, which
works on a variety of ecosystems and transforms user contexts to personalized de-
vice actions, requires significant work and prior knowledge in software engineer-
ing, especially in the IOT. Therefore, the middleware administers IOT operations
that simplify the work of the programmers.
Lastly, this study also extends to another objective to facilitate further research
on modeling the human-device interactions in a true pervasive-computed system.
We introduce an IOT framework, MESH. MESH is designed to emulate a 3D space
and its surroundings in detail, allowing researchers to have a detailed representa-
tion of space, entity, and their interactions. In current MESH, the fabric of space
and each of its space factor, like temperature and luminosity, is modeled as a 3-
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dimensional array. The vertical collection of elements across the space-factor ar-
rays represents a single unit cube of space representation. Additionally, the res-
olution of the arrays is modifiable with the expense of computing capability to
administer more detailed capability to the IOT system. With these highlighted fea-
tures, MESH provides a useful platform to research the design strategies to build
the IOT technology.
Although all the studies covered this thesis do not cover a comprehensive set of
concepts, algorithms, building blocks, models, and implementation approaches to
achieve WARBLE’s end goal, its contribution is to bring one step closer to realizing
the WARBLE vision. The vision starts by simplifying the complex IOT design prob-
lem and proposing solutions from different perspectives to resolve the problems
step by step.
1.1 INTERNET OF THINGS and its Ubiquity
The concept of emerging IOT is ubiquitous. Current technology has been able
to successfully invent an interconnected virtual world using the Internet. This ad-
vancement has changed the way we live, work, read, shop, among many other ac-
tivities. However, this growing trend is limited to the scope where digital informa-
tion could reach. Inherently, the INTERNET OF THINGS intends to break this barrier
and penetrate into the real physical world. The impact of the IOT would broaden
the technology scope from traditional computers, like PC and smartphones, to ev-
eryday objects. Therefore, IOT needs two important enablers in the form of sensor
and actuator, to observe and to transform the tangible space.
At present, many research studies aim at resolving specific implementation
problems, starting from the core building components, architecture and design,
algorithm, human-device interactions. The ubiquity means that IOT is applicable
to extensive deployment levels, ranging from personal wearables, home, industry,
city, and the global level. Many studies start from making a specialized assumption
in a specific deployment level. Subsequently, upward or downward generalization
might be worked out in the study.
Similar to other studies, this study builds on the context of home and neigh-
borhood automation. Aligned with the essence of pervasive computing, WARBLE
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observes and disentangles the complexity of human-device interaction. It finds
that current IOT implementations are still a ways from the expected IOT. As an
example, one home automation uses a voice command to switch on a light. The
command is appended with a unique light name reference which was assigned in
advance during the setup. This interaction is problematic for a new occupant or
visitor who is unfamiliar with the light name. Finding the light name then may
be more strenuous than finding the manual light switch, and the purpose of IOT
is simply defeated. WARBLE targets an effective solution that utilizes a sensor net-
work to approximate the user presence. Subsequently, the system analytic model
triggers a series of actions to illuminate the space near the user. Switching on a
light or raising the window blinds are two possible options depending on the time
of day. WARBLE’s objective is to achieve intuitive interactions rather than present-
ing a control panel on the mobile device.
Besides the operating area and the types of services, the heterogeneity among
different deployment levels lies on the extent of manual configurability. Compared
to the deployments in home automation or smart city, there is less predictability
in the industry-level deployment. At home settings, most human-device interac-
tions have a direct influence on the users because there are fewer possible concrete
interactions. In contrast, the interactions in industry focus to align with the situa-
tional industrial strategy. This setting requires a higher degree of data accessibility
and device configurability to control the system. Therefore, we expect the IOT in-
dustrial deployment to receive more instances of explicit intent from the user. For
example, at home, a user is usually uninterested to know how long the light is il-
luminating the room. However, in industry, it is typical for the operator to know
the utilization rate for a piece of equipment in order to formulate an improved
operational strategy.
The IOT virtually makes our existing and, potentially, future human knowl-
edge literally everywhere. It opens many opportunities for other technology ad-
vancements to permeate the fabric of human life. At present, we are still conscious
that we interact with smart devices, such as smartphones and home smart speak-
ers. However, the advancement and ubiquity of the IOT will turn these special
interactions into commonly natural interactions.
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1.2 Thesis Overview
This section describes the overview and flow of the entire thesis. Chapter 1
starts with the introduction of the INTERNET OF THINGS as a part of ubiquitous
computing and how the study in this thesis contributes to its advancement. Chap-
ter 2 explains how this study views the INTERNET OF THINGS and its scope. It
also gives an imaginary example of IOT situation that the study has been trying to
achieve. Subsequently, we will also see the approach that the study takes to crack
an integrated IOT problem into smaller problems.
In this thesis, there are two studies. One study contributes to solving an IOT
architectural problem through a middleware whereas the other introduces a soft-
ware framework to simulate the implementation of the solution for the architec-
tural problem. Chapter 3 contains the related work for both studies. We will go
through some researches that provide the state-of-the-art in resolving this problem.
Chapter 4 elucidates the middleware, how it works, and the software implemen-
tation. Chapter 5 explains the framework objective in more details, the features,
and the implementation. Chapter 6 exhibits the evaluation of both studies from





This chapter discusses the overview of how the WARBLE vision to support a fu-
ture IOT. Albeit drilling the technical details, it disintegrates the IOT engineering
problem into multiple structured fragments which are more focused and manage-
able to be resolved.
2.1 WARBLE
The study in this thesis is a part of a larger research project called WARBLE (Sa-
putra et al., 2019)12. WARBLE studies scientific approaches to realize the INTERNET
OF THINGS with an emphasis on natural human-device interactions. WARBLE has
been exploring varieties of engineering strategies to model how the entire IOT sys-
tem should be architected.
2.2 Imagining INTERNET OF THINGS
To improve our understanding of WARBLE’s scope and its level of detail in
actualizing the IOT, this section illustrates a handful of imaginary IOT situations
that WARBLE pursues.
Dom is a professor. Dom has been using a mature IOT system at home. The system
takes care of countless devices in the house. As a result, Dom’s preferences are mostly
abstracted in Dom’s mobile phone and cloud, depending on the needed level of confiden-
tiality. This data is accessible by Dom to control the device behavior when interacting with
the IOT space. Being well-known for his IOT research, Prof. Dom is scheduled to present
his research at the University of Atlantis as a guest speaker tomorrow noon. His flight is
today.
1Yosef Saputra, Jie Hua, Nathaniel Wendt, Christine Julien, and Gruia-Catalin Roman. Warble:
Programming abstractions for personalizing interactions in theinternet of things. MOBILESoft, 6,
2019.
2The author contribution includes planning research, performing research, developing research
artifacts, analyzing experimental data, improving performance, writing technical papers, and writ-
ing the thesis.
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As soon as his driverless ride arrives, Dom realizes that he forgot to bring his lucky
hat stored in the attic. Therefore, he rushes to the dark attic. However, the light does not
turn on automatically when he enters. He has to find the manual switch and looks for his
hat. After finding it, he dashes out of his house and starts his trip. He is currently on the
ride towards the airport. Thinking why he forgot to equip his attic with IOT devices, he
plans to just install two IOT devices, i.e., a light and a motion sensor, in the right place.
He does not need to configure anything else, because the house IOT system will configure
them intelligently.
Unfortunately, he spills his morning coffee while imagining his plan. Therefore, as
soon as he arrives at the airport entrance, he looks for a restroom. First, he checks his
mobile phone and, without even unlocking the phone, it displays the map of the airport.
The phone understands his present situation. After locating the nearest restroom quickly,
he uses one of the bathroom sinks to wash his hands. The running water is at his favorite
temperature. However, it is too cold for an unexpectedly chilly morning. Therefore, he
adjusts it on the tap lever manually.
His flight went smoothly and he arrives at the hotel. The IOT is ubiquitous and this
hotel is not an exception. When he enters his room, his new living space for the next three
days, the lights are automatically turned on to create an ambiance similar to his home. He
washes his hands again in the bathroom and the temperature is perfect now despite the cold
weather. After the flight rush, he decides to read a book in the room until dinner time. He
sits on the couch and opens the book. His wearable detects this activity and works together
with the room to create a reading light ambiance. Soon, he forgets that he is away from
home.
The next day starts very well for him. He does not forget his coffee at the hotel. The
coffee machine has it brewed as he likes just before he arrives at the machine. Last night,
he opted for his ride to the university to pass several attractions in the city for sightseeing.
He did it on his phone. And so, his ride to the university is full of excitements through
the sweet spots in the city. After arriving at the university, his acquaintances welcome and
accompany him to the auditorium. He is ready to give his talk to a big audience of students.
As soon as he begins talking, the light setting in the auditorium is automatically adjusted
to presentation mode. This is not his preference, yet it is the common light setting which
most presenting speakers prefer. He says "IOT it is."
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2.3 INTERNET OF THINGS Building Blocks
The ubiquity of the IOT, as a bridge between the virtual and physical worlds,
asks for an easily extensible, scalable, and robust programming abstraction layer
to organize the system. This section unravels the IOT building blocks envisioned
by WARBLE.
2.3.1 IOT System
First, we start by defining the IOT system. An IOT system is a collection of all
components in an IOT space, including properties of the space, physical devices
embedded in the space, users, IOT models, and the possible interactions among
the devices within the space. Although we can discretize the IOT space explicitly,
the space boundary is flexible as we refer it. As an example, we can refer two
houses with their shared front yard as an IOT space.
In this study, the space property is abstracted from the entirety of space be-
cause it is the playground of IOT devices today. The first-level penetration of vir-
tual technology into the physical world lies in this abstraction. Not only extracting
information, the IOT also intends to manipulate it intelligently according to the
patterns of observable human interactions. Subsequently, the technological pen-
etration could continue closer to human properties, such as needs, intents, and
ideas. As an example, the IOT could understand the user’s hunger and thirst. This
requires far more advanced technological support to establish the abstractions of
these aspects, but they are still within the scope of IOT.
2.3.2 IOT Model
The IOT model is the heart of IOT technology to realize a space that is naturally
responsive to the users. The main purposes of an IOT model can be formalized as
follows:
• to adapt with the available services either locally or remotely, existing or
newly discovered
• to build context awareness actively from the available sensors (SENSING)
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• to abstract the human-device interaction patterns from prior data and timely
user feedback (ANALYZING)
• to transform a user’s natural intent into a series of automated actions to ma-
nipulate the IOT space as the user desires (EXECUTING)
A simple concrete example is a "nearest" model which represents a user that
always selects the nearest IOT device. In contrast, a complex model may assume an
ensemble model of two trained neural networks (Haykin, 1998) that impersonates
adult and child occupants. By utilizing one or more appropriate IOT models, the
system could intelligently manage most, if not all, of the explicit interactions that
are predictable, trivial, time-consuming, physically unreachable, out-of-scale, or
dangerous.
There are two main categories of IOT model, i.e., static and adaptive. As the
IOT system is a dynamic and evolving environment, the adaptive approach is more
reasonable for building an IOT model (Ariza et al., 2018). It allows the model to
mutate over time as new patterns develop. The mutation needs an external force
to reform the behavior of the model, which is in the form of user feedback.
2.3.3 IOT Device
Any physical objects that make up the IOT space, except the users, can be con-
sidered as IOT devices. The growing technology advancement enables everyday
objects to possess more computational capability which supports wired or wireless
connections, task execution, and/or computational analysis. This is what triggers
the entire field of INTERNET OF THINGS.
To address the functional complexity of the IOT devices, Figure 1 shows a con-
ceptual model that characterizes the different functions of an IOT device aside
from the implementation and underlying technology. Next, we discuss each layer
more deeply.
The Communication layer encapsulates the standard communication protocol
to connect a device to another device. This layer specifically assumes the device
implementation of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model (Day and Zim-
mermann, 1983) through one or more communication technologies. Besides facil-
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Figure 1: Conceptual Model of IOT device
Table 1: Communication Technologies targeted for the IOT
Technology Wire Topology Speed Power Range
WiFi Wireless Star High High Moderate
Bluetooth Wireless P2P Moderate Low Close
BLE Wireless Mesh, Star Moderate Low Moderate
ZigBee Wireless Mesh Low Moderate Close
LTE Wireless P2P High Moderate Long
LoRa Wireless P2P Low Low Long
NFC Wireless P2P Low Low Very Close
Thread Wireless Mesh Low Low Moderate
Ethernet Wired Bus, Star High High Long
itating the communication and the data transfer process, this layer also enables
the device’s discovery protocols. The proliferation of IOT devices is vast, thus,
the efficiency of the Communication layer is essential to define the entire system
efficiency.
Motivated by the projected scale of IOT deployment, the exponential growth
of communication channels among IOT devices becomes the main drive to make
wireless technology more preferred over the wired. Nonetheless, this circumstance
does not eliminate entirely wired communication from the implementation. In the
industrial level, the throughput requirement is critical and, therefore, the usage of
wired connections is more practical. Recently, many new wireless communication
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technologies emerge to support the revolutionizing IOT, varying based on operat-
ing range, power consumption, and throughput to support different communica-
tion needs in the IOT space. Table 1 mentions a handful of wireless technologies
targeted for the IOT (Pokhrel and Williamson, 2018, Ensworth and Reynolds, 2017,
Ngangue Ndih and Cherkaoui, 2016, Saxena et al., 2016, nfc, 2016, Lan et al., 2019).
The ability to maintain multiple connections in a device is beneficial for reacha-
bility and reliability with a cost of higher power consumption. In the implementa-
tion, we expect that a device broadcasts only a single unique identity through all of
the connections. Therefore, the device is yet recognized as a single entity despite
being accessed from different connections. Depending on design decisions and
other important considerations, the possibility to deviate from a single-identity
requirement is open.
The Network layer defines the network topology, which is the arrangement struc-
ture of the IOT devices in a communication network. The information routed from
one point to another follows the specified network structure. While the commu-
nication layer handles the low-level communication technology between two de-
vices, this layer specifically reckons the structure of device-to-device communi-
cations to achieve the essential qualities in an IOT system, i.e., reliability, speed,
power, and security.
Referring to Table 1, some communication technologies have had the network
topology inherently defined. While each network topology has advantages over
the others, WARBLE assumes Mesh Network topology as the prime IOT network
topology. This topology offers more integral benefits for this application. We will
further discuss the benefits in Section 2.5. However, it does not limit WARBLE to
adopt the other topologies to achieve optimization in different aspects.
The Service layer applies a discretization of the device capabilities that specifi-
cally contribute to the IOT system. Each capability is also called as a SERVICE. A
device’s list of SERVICES is announced during device discovery so that all IOT com-
ponents know its potential contribution. At this layer, a SERVICE may be publicly
open or protected to prevent unauthenticated or misuse of the device. Section 2.3.4
explains more details about SERVICE. Most of the SERVICES embrace the commu-
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nication layer to perform its functionality. In a sensor, it gathers sensory data and
transmits it via a communication channel. In an actuator, it attains the task through
the Communication layer. For the upper layers, the Service layer accommodates
the device’s basic functionalities which are available for further intelligent pro-
cesses or applications.
The Intelligence layer features one or more IOT models that construct an intel-
ligent IOT space. Through this layer, the IOT model could communicate to other
IOT devices to gather data for building context awareness or to execute some ac-
tions that enable a responsive IOT space. The IOT model largely uses the SERVICES
from the Service layer to perform its functions. This layer is optional as it requires
a computational-intensive capability and more power.
The Application layer accommodates the high-level application that uses the
SERVICES from the Intelligence layer and below. When the IOT reached its ma-
tured form, there would have many application possibilities on how to utilize
the sensor data and to manage the actuators, for example, surveillance system or
healthcare. Different IOT deployment levels, e.g., industrial and city, have differ-
ent application-level objectives. The boundary between these applications has to
be established to avoid a conflict of interest.
2.3.4 SERVICE
To elevate our understanding of WARBLE’s IOT building blocks, we take SER-
VICE as the basis of IOT system. While most IOT devices have an intrinsic overlap
of functionalities, this study theoretically differentiates them into multiple SER-
VICES with each having a single responsibility. In concept, SERVICE is easily picked
up and modular to serve as the building blocks of IOT. Therefore, this concept cat-
egorizes WARBLE as a SERVICE-oriented model (Ngu et al., 2017, Yelamarthi et al.,
2017). A SERVICE is announced, discoverable, and fulfilled by a physical device.
A single device is allowed to deliver multiple SERVICES. By all means, SERVICE is
an abstract building block which extends to a heterogeneous collection of concrete
SERVICES. To easily comprehend the concept, the following are non-exhaustive
main categories of concrete SERVICES.
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SENSOR passively works on its surrounding space by detecting and measuring
one or more specific space properties. The result is represented in the form of var-
ious data types, including numbers, boolean, or enumeration constants. A typical
SENSOR has a limited operating scope in terms of area, resolution, range, and oth-
ers.
ACTUATOR has one or more active influencing capabilities to one or more space
properties, for example, an air conditioner influences the temperature, humidity,
and matter movement (air movement) by blowing cool air. Although a space prop-
erty does not influence each other, a physical actuator usually has a design limi-
tation that unintentionally affects multiple space properties at the same time. We
can refer back to the earlier example of an air conditioner that influences at least
three space properties.
ACCESSOR encompasses all supporting functions to consolidate and manage the
IOT system. Its abstraction is more general than a central communication hub of
sensors and actuators. When defining the IOT structure, the ACCESSORS are the
branches of the IOT structure alongside the sensors and actuators as its leaves. To
convey the definition more clearly, the following shows a non-exhaustive list of
ACCESSORS.
• Controller
A Controller allows a user to naturally interacts with the IOT space. It has
a user interface embedded in a physical device. Some examples of the user
interface are mobile or desktop apps, control panel, virtual assistant, and
many others.
Via the Controller , a user is able to change the IOT configuration, to con-
trol the IOT devices with either nearby or remotely-connected connection,
and, most importantly, to express the user’s explicit intents. These explicit
user inputs fill the gap when the IOT model could not make enough analysis
from the accessible data. Although the Controller is not the only gateway to
the IOT space, it denotes a special channel for the user to communicate to
IOT devices. In that sense, Controller is a complex sensor intrinsically that
passively gathers the contexts and intents from its user.
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The intent can be delivered to the IOT system as a direct command, a selec-
tion in control panel, or a feedback. A personal mobile controller is expected
to be the most common form of Controller . However, a Controller can take
many other forms to serve the purpose, such as a pedestrian walk button in
a crosswalk (static and public).
• Central Hub
A Central Hub is a single gateway to a group of sensors and actuators. A
simple IOT device may have a hard limitation on creating a direct communi-
cation to other devices. Any access to the simple device has to be propagated
via the central hub. Philips Hue bridge is a concrete example of this type of
ACCESSOR.
Despite WARBLE’s standing on a mesh network topology in Section 2.5, a
centralized structure may be more appropriate in a certain situation as it
provides an encapsulation to a network of devices. Adding a full-fledged
communication capability to each sensor and actuator might be expensive
and resource-hungry. Therefore, a Central Hub allows to control them but it
saves the cost.
• Security Hub
Extending Central Hub , Security Hub creates a security barrier for strategic
sensors and actuators. It provides an isolation for security purposes against
an unauthenticated access. Figure 4 portrays an IOT structure with a Security
Hub that virtually has a security domain.
• Relay
In the IOT, the communication among the devices is vital. Relay SERVICE
provides the functionality to receive data from one end and to pass it to an-
other end without any data alteration. This could extend the range of a net-
work although the radio signal reaches the limit of operating range. This
SERVICE is mostly used in a mesh network.
• Computation Server
In a battery-powered device, an intensive computation process is highly un-
desirable. This ACCESSOR could help by accommodating the generic com-
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putational task for the battery-powered device because it is scattered in an
IOT space and connected directly to a power supply. The requesting device
sends the raw data and the functions, the computation server will return the
result.
• Storage Server
Abstracting the IOT devices, users, models, and other components into vir-
tual data requires a database. This ACCESSOR affords the requirement to
serve a running database application that stores the abstractions of the IOT
components in an IOT space. As an example, a Storage Server for a home
automation deployment keeps the abstractions of the home devices, the oc-
cupants’ preferences, and the occupant interaction patterns. Additionally, the
IOT architecture may also affect the quality requirements of the ACCESSOR
implementation, e.g., throughput, response time, and number of simultane-
ous connections.
• Model Analyzer
When a user enters a dark room, it is common to switch on a light to illumi-
nate the room. With this interaction pattern, the general usage of a particu-
lar IOT space could be accurately represented as a model in a specific case.
This ACCESSOR is designed to drive the IOT model to learn the interaction
pattern. Subsequently, with the trained model, it acts as the automated con-
troller of the space.
• Welcome Server
A continuous device discovery is resource-expensive, especially for a mobile
device. Placed in a static location, this ACCESSOR continuously discovers the
surrounding devices and optimizes a base model to capture the user interac-
tion patterns to utilize the corresponding IOT devices. When a first-time user
enters the space, this ACCESSOR delivers a set of comprehensive welcoming
data to the user. It also prepares the IOT components for the incoming guest.
This mechanism provides the user a smooth IOT experience as if the user
had been using the new space for a while. Some concrete data includes IOT
general models, IOT system services, and informational guidelines.
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In turn, the user feedback on the model can be shared back to the server to
improve the base model for future guests.
2.4 Model Architecture
An IOT system can employ multiple models to provide a greater capacity to
capture the interaction patterns in order to converge to a close representation of
the system. This problem needs an extensive research study to uncover various
optimized architectures of the model implementation and to arrive with a struc-
tured solution to tackle different situations. Here are some questions that define
the architecture:
• What are the components?
• What are the static and the moving parts?
• What is the algorithm of the components?
• Where to put these components?
• What are the input and output of the components?
• How the components are configured?
• What is the general conceptual model to characterize the components?
• What are the data?
• What are the functions?
WARBLE has been exploring different architectures for the IOT model, espe-
cially on the model ownership or its coverage area. Figure 2 depicts the archi-
tecture distribution based on that criteria. Hypothetically, we can summarize the
characteristics of the two extreme ends in the distribution in Table 2.
One architecture projects all IOT models to the user as close as possible, i.e.,
user’s personal mobile device. Thus, the model is autonomous and highly person-
alized. More user interactions will help the model to perceive the user personal
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Figure 2: IOT Architectural Paradigms by Coverage Area
Table 2: Centralized vs Distributed IOT Architecture
Centralized Architecture Distributed Architecture
Implementation Simpler Arduous
IOT model complexity Complex Simple
Single-point of failure Yes Design-dependent
Privacy Management Centralized Device-managed
Attack Points Central Server All devices
Attack Detection Solitary Collaborative
preference. As the user travel within an IOT space, the model constantly discov-
ering new devices and environmental terrain. Subsequently, the model’s reactive
response generates a series of actions to the IOT system. The WARBLE middleware
described in Chapter 4 implements this architecture.
Another architecture WARBLE has been studying is a distributed architecture
which leverage the IOT model into the appropriate IOT components, i.e., IOT de-
vices and users. This architecture assumes these components as entities which
possess their own intents, necessities, and capabilities. All of the entities contribute
to establishing the IOT system by working independently and collaboratively as
needed. Although it struggles at the beginning, the IOT system would be adap-
tively progressing to a well-tuned smart system as more interactions and feedback
take place.
Personalization is one of the possibilities in the IOT technology. The user story
in Section 2.2 can be actualized by abstracting the personalization element into
data and functions in the model. A personalized model ensures personalized ex-
periences when the user interacts with the IOT components. Another research
in WARBLE explores the possibility to divide a personalized model into a general
model and a personalized model delta. There are many benefits adopting this de-












Figure 3: Current Practice of IOT Network Topology
converge quicker, and the privacy is easier to manage.
2.5 Device Network Topology
Most currently available IOT ecosystems adopt a centralized (or star) topology
in managing a local group of IOT devices, depicted in Figure 3. The centralized
cloud platform can also be utilized to achieve this topology. This topology has
several benefits of being simpler, cheaper, and proprietary. Centralized topology
is notable by the presence of a central hub in each IOT space level. This structure
can also be recursive until the highest central hub. Each central hub connects to a
number of sensors and actuators. Therefore, each sensor or actuator is designed to
maintain a simple yet secure communication to the central hub. The central hub
acts both as the access point and the external gateway for all IOT devices. Despite
its simplicity, this topology is rigid and prone to bottleneck situations, prevents
interoperability, and has a single point of failure.
On the other hand, WARBLE assumes a mesh network topology that inherently


















Figure 4: WARBLE-envisioned Mesh Network Topology
work topologies to achieve optimization, such as security, latency, and compatibil-
ity. Multiple nearby devices, known as nodes, are web-like connected with short-
range communication technologies. Each device is open to connections with other
devices and also exposes different SERVICES based on its capabilities to influence
the space. Therefore, there may be multiple possible pathways to connect any per-
mutations of two devices, preventing a single point of failure. Mesh network is
also capable to self-configure the pathways. This characteristic is favorable when
a particular device becomes dysfunctional. Additionally, although the operating
range of the radio signal is limited, this topology can still cover a large operat-
ing area because each device is able to relay information to other adjacent devices,
like building a long chain from multiple short connections. Despite its superior-
ity over the others, mesh network introduces a relatively greater latency due to its
"hopping" method through multiple devices when routing the data. This is another
active research area to find an algorithm that could reduce the latency significantly.
When a local group needs to connect with another remote device, the gateways
with Internet capability could provide this SERVICE to the nearby devices. Figure 4
depicts a network that is mainly configured with a mesh topology, but a part of it
uses a star topology when security isolation is required for the strategic functions,
i.e., functions on the security lock and the CCTV. The ACCESSOR also acts as an
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Internet gateway which enables any IOT devices in this network to have access to
the Internet. Augmenting more ACCESSORS sparsely to the network increases the
network’s reliability to connect with the Internet.
As the IOT research progresses, a few emerging wireless technologies embrace
this topology paradigm in realizing the IOT, such as Bluetooth Mesh and Thread
(refer to Table 1). These technologies then occupy the Network layer and the Com-





Suffering from the lack of interoperability, the IOT conceives an open problem
to solve. There are many other studies that focus on addressing this issue in the
IOT today. Web Of Things (Guinard and Trifa, 2009) tackles the interoperability
problem by defining a platform-independent API for application developers. The
focus is to utilize the current Internet building blocks, like Javascript as the script-
ing language, HTTP and WebSockets as the data transfer protocol, and JSON as the
data encoding format. While this approach resolves the data transferring problem,
it assumes the Internet as the sole communication channel. OpenIoT (Soldatos
et al., 2014) features an open-source cloud-based middleware which connects sen-
sors to analytic models to actuators. Through OpenIoT IDE, the analytic models
can be pre-defined. ELIoT (Sivieri et al., 2016) enables a IOT framework that sepa-
rates the localized interaction from the internet-wide interactions. It realizes that a
cloud-based IOT system, such as Xively (Xively, 2013), ThingSpeak (ThingSpeak,
2010), and OpenSense (OpenSense, 2010), falls short on a stricter performance re-
quirement. A control panel runs ELIoT to manage the interactions of devices in
a smart home. The concept of localized and internet-wide interactions is similar
to WARBLE’s structure while ELIoT still uses a centralized view locally. Devify
(Chen, 2018) complements WARBLE-envisioned IOT structure to a decentralized
IOT architecture to enforce a more secure data flow as well as privacy. However,
the study does not include interoperability and personalization.
(Pramukantoro and Anwari, 2018) builds a middleware with a multi-protocol
gateway on COAP, MQTT, and WebSocket. Many IOT platforms use these pro-
tocols for data transfers among IOT devices. IFTTT (IFTTT, 2011) forms an IOT
system with a personalized set of predefined rules. While the simple concept is
intuitive, it does not have a natural way to interact with the IOT space and also to




CupCarbon (Bounceur, 2016) is a city-scale simulation framework used to de-
sign, debug, and validate multiple distributed algorithms to monitor environmen-
tal data collection from a wireless sensor network and to create some environmen-
tal scenarios, such as fire, gas, mobiles. A variety of communication protocols used
in IOT can be simulated by SimpleIoTSimulator™ (SimpleIoTSimulator) and Net-
Sim™. They support MQTT (Jun-Hong et al., 2018), CoAP (Lan et al., 2019), and
HTTP with a packet transfer visualization to help with an optimized infrastruc-
ture implementation. With the rise of big data from the IOT, the need to process
the data increasingly necessary. IOTSim (Zeng et al., 2017) probes into this technol-
ogy by providing a simulation to build a cloud infrastructure based on MapReduce
model (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008). Gazebo (Koenig and Howard, 2004) simulates
a 3D space and its properties for robotics simulation. Despite some limitations, it




This chapter elucidates the WARBLE middleware . It is one of the IOT middle-
ware that adopt a user-driven IOT architecture. This architecture encapsulates all
active IOT processes, all IOT models, and all algorithms and brings them to the
user side. The other IOT devices, including sensors, actuators, and accessors, are
passively in standby mode or, at least, have a minimum number of active pro-
cesses to execute the tasks transmitted by the user. Figure 5 depicts the directed
command flow in this architecture. To obtain the explicit inputs and to build a user
context, the user carries a portable device that runs the software artifacts. There-
fore, the portable device assumes multiple SERVICES as the Controller and Model
Analyzer at the same time.
In the implementation, the WARBLE middleware is written in Java and adopts
object-oriented programming. The implementation and the testing are done largely
in Android platform with Philips Hue and Wink ecosystems. There are a number
of terms we use interchangeably throughout this study:
• IOT device - Thing
4.1 Conceptual Architecture
We start with Figure 6 that represents the conceptual architecture of a WAR-
BLE middleware installed in a mobile device. The middleware is supported by the
device’s computing capability, communication capabilities, and resources which
are able to build the user context (ContextBuilder). The ServiceInterface helps to
provide the interface layer between the WARBLE middleware and the resources
in the mobile device. App developers create WARBLE applications that can use
the WARBLE middleware to perform many of its functions, for example, a home
automation application via voice commands. The WARBLE applications commu-
nicate with the WARBLE middleware via the WARBLE API . The WARBLE API is
the facade of the middleware which contains all necessary functions to utilize the
middleware features.
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Figure 5: User-Driven IOT Architecture
The WARBLE middleware starts with a Discovery process. The Discovery is
proactive, cotinuous, and available, either manually or timer-triggered. Currently,
the Discovery supports UPnP (Pehkonen and Koivisto, 2010) and SSDP (Wu and
Dong, 2006), but extensible to mDNS (Cheshire and Krochmal, 2013), Physical Web
(Want, 2015), and HyperCat (hyp, 2015). Since a Discovery process may take a
considerable amount of time, the WARBLE middleware is designed to use multiple
threads whenever possible. On the other hand, the ThingManager takes a crucial
role in the WARBLE middleware . It organizes most of the processes that utilize the
internal moving parts, including Discovery .
The ThingRegistry then records the outcome of the Discovery in the form of
a database. This functionality is an example of Storage Server as a SERVICE. The
continuous Discovery ensures the ThingRegistry possesses an updated snapshot
of nearby IOT devices. Although some devices are no longer reachable, ThingReg-
istry does not delete the tuples of the unreachable devices. This behavior keeps
the prior interaction data and improves the IOT model for a better user experi-
ence. After the Discovery successfully finds the nearby IOT devices, the WARBLE
application may request to interact with them, first by creating a Binding .

























































Figure 6: Conceptual Architecture of WARBLE middleware
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one-to-many connection between a user and the appropriate devices. An example
of Binding usage assumes a user who needs illumination in a dark bathroom. A
Binding is virtually created between the user and the two main bathroom lights.
The lights are temporarily the most appropriate lights to provide the right amount
of illumination as long as the user is in the bathroom. The WARBLE middleware
materializes the concept of Binding in the WARBLE API which works together with
the ThingRegistry to perform its functions.
There are two types of Binding , i.e., OneTimeBinding and DynamicBinding . A
OneTimeBinding only validates a one-time request to designate the state of multi-
ple bound devices. Afterward, theOneTimeBinding is broken. AOneTimeBinding
is an event-specific Binding . In contrast, a DynamicBinding request creates a type
of Binding that allows dynamical user-to-devices connections when there are con-
textual changes, such as a significant user movement in time and space or a change
in user preference. In principle, a DynamicBinding is composed into a time series
of OneTimeBinding which is continuously evaluated.
To clearly distinguish the differences, we could assume the previous example of
a user using a bathroom. A OneTimeBinding enables the user to switch on the two
appropriate bathroom lights. Although the Binding "binds" the lights, the WAR-
BLE middleware requires the user to explicitly turn on the lights on the WARBLE
application. On the contrary, an active DynamicBinding maintains illumination
wherever the user goes, including entering and leaving the bathroom. The user
only specifies the need for illumination explicitly when a DynamicBinding is con-
structed.
The outcome of a Binding is Proxies . A Proxy is a programmatic object rep-
resentation of a physical device. Because it relates to a particular Binding , the set
of Proxies represents the set of the appropriate physical devices. The WARBLE ap-
plication could directly interact with the physical devices through their Proxies .
To support many types of devices and IOT ecosystems, the WARBLE middleware
implements polymorphism through the Adapters . The Adapter enables the inter-
operability in the WARBLE middleware . In most IOT ecosystems, each supports
only one communication protocol with a unique API and also one discovery pro-
tocol.
As WARBLE’s assumption embraces mesh network topology with other topolo-
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Table 3: Non-exhaustive List of Commands
Command Description
GET_INFO Return the device basic information, including a
universally unique identifier (UUID), SERVICES,
and connected devices.
CREATE_CREDENTIAL Create a new credential (extensible)
AUTHENTICATE Authenticate with a pre-defined credential (exten-
sible)
GET_STATE Return the device current state which affects the
IOT space, for example, active state, light color,
temperature setting.
SET_STATE Set the device state which affects the IOT space
gies for optimization, the WARBLE middleware abstracts the network of the IOT
devices to follow this topology. The significant difference to other topologies is the
network traversal algorithm. While the ThingRegistry holds the entire list of the
discovered IOT devices, the ThingManagerHelper maintains a subgraph instan-
tiation of the Proxies . This allows a performance optimization by accessing the
entire ThingRegistry every time the WARBLE application requests an action. As
the user context changes or the Discovery finds new devices, the running Binding
gets updated as well as the ThingManagerHelper and the ThingRegistry .
With all these components running inside the WARBLE middleware , the WAR-
BLE application may interact to the IOT devices through the Proxies by sending
a Command . Table 3 lists the available Commands . Through the Adapter , each
Command is translated to the respective command that is comprehensible by the
target device. Subsequently, the communication module transmits the command
through the appropriate communication channel.
When we simply turn on an incorrect light in a room, we normally flip the light
switch off and try another one. This is a natural interaction for us. The WAR-
BLE middleware implements a generalization of this intuitive behavior through
Reject . The WARBLE application may implement an intuitive Feedback interface
to provide a Reject input to the WARBLE middleware . The Reject informs the
WARBLE middleware , especially when the Binding is inappropriate. One concrete
implementation we foresee is if multiple repeated actions are done in a fairly short
amount of time. This behavior implies that the user gives multiple "tries", ex-
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pecting the application would give a different set of bound devices for each trial.
Ultimately, the user finds the right device.
The transmitted Commands indirectly reflect user interactions to the IOT de-
vices. The WARBLE middleware stores each of these interactions with the user
context in InteractionHistory . The Reject is also a form of user interaction which is
recorded in InteractionHistory . Utilizing this valuable information, the WARBLE
middleware can learn to establish personalization.
By now, we overview the internal mechanism of WARBLE middleware and all
the moving parts. Next, we are going to describe the essential modules in more
details.
4.1.1 The Adapter
Interoperability is one of the common problems in today’s IOT technology. Dif-
ferent vendors build their own ecosystem which may potentially introduce scala-
bility or extensibility problem in the future. WARBLE does not confront this situa-
tion because this technological infancy which will eventually converge to a better
design. Nonetheless, the diversity of the IOT ecosystem, the communication net-
work and protocol, and the high-level programming interface cause a virtual bar-
rier for an application developer to enter the field. Philips Hue API (Philips Hue
API, 2017) and Wink API (Wink API, 2017) are good examples of the ecosystem
diversity.
Therefore, inspired by Adapter Design Pattern (Beck, 1995), the WARBLE mid-
dleware utilizes the idea in the application level, i.e., Adapter . The Adapter is
an abstraction layer which transforms the heterogeneity of IOT devices into a pro-
gramming interface or API in the form of device attributes and functions to the
WARBLE application. In this way, the WARBLE applications see assorted IOT de-
vices as a set of uniform devices with different capabilities.
The current implementation of the Adapter is done manually by converting
each vendor’s API to its Java representation. This process is manual by reviewing
their API documentation. All API has to be implemented in an Adapter for the de-
vice to work with the WARBLE middleware . Despite its manual process, we could
pull up some reusable modules, for example, HTTP request, UPnP discovery pro-
tocol (Pehkonen and Koivisto, 2010), OAuth2 authentication framework (Hardt,
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Figure 7: ThingRegistry Database Model
2012), and many others.
4.1.2 The Thing Registry
The ThingManager is a module which is responsible to manage the program-
ming representation of nearby IOT devices and their connections. Despite WARBLE
assumes mesh network topology, most of current IOT ecosystems are not deployed
with this topology. Most of them embrace star (centralized) topology. However,
the traversal algorithm in the WARBLE middleware still works in other types of
topology because mesh network is inherently not well-structured, for example, hi-
erarchically or dependent on a single node or connection. Therefore, the algorithm
has no issues to traverse in a structured network
The ThingManager maintains its knowledge of IOT devices with a graph data
structure. The vertices represent the IOT devices whereas the edges represent the
device-to-device connections. An edge can be uni-directional or bi-directional.
With this requirement, the ThingRegistry models the graph into three relational
database tables, i.e. Thing table, connection table, and authentication table. We
refer a Thing as an IOT device. Figure 7 describes the database model adopted by
the ThingRegistry in the WARBLE middleware . The Thing table records Thing’s
UUID as the primary key, type, class, etc. The Thing Type is a type based on Thing
functions, like ACCESSOR, Light, Camera, etc. The Thing Class refers to a vendor-
specific product type, such as VendorB-Light, VendorA-SmokeDetector, etc. The
Connection table contains the connections between two Thing with a specific com-
munication protocol. The Authentication table maintains credential records of the
user to Things . Listing 1 exhibits the content of the ThingRegistry for an IOT space
depicted by Figure 4.
While the ThingRegistry keeps the Things in database form, the ThingMan-
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Listing 1: ThingRegistry for the IOT structure in Figure 4.
Some fields and values are simplified.
1 Thing Table
2 UUID Type Class ...
3 0001 Light VendorB-Light
4 0002 SmokeDetector VendorA-SmokeDetector
5 0003 Sensor VendorC-Sensor
6 0004 Thermostat VendorA-Thermostat
7 0005 Fridge VendorB-Fridge
8 0006 Lock VendorB-Lock
9 0007 GarageDoor VendorC-GarageDoor
10 0008 Accessor VendorB-Bridge
11 0009 Lock VendorB-Lock
12 0010 Camera VendorB-CCTV
13 0011 Sensor VendorB-Sensor
14 ...
15 Connection Table
16 ID Source Destination Type ...
17 1 0001 0002 Bluetooth
18 2 0003 0002 BLE
19 3 0004 0002 WiFi
20 4 0005 0002 Bluetooth
21 ...
22 Authentication Table
23 ID Thing Type Details ...
24 1 0001 UserPassword myusername, ******
25 2 0002 Token **********
agerHelper maintains a loaded subgraph of the entire Thing network from the
same database. The exposed Proxies refer to vertices in the subgraph. This strat-
egy is adopted to reduce latency compared to accessing the database directly. Sub-
sequently, the continuous Discovery keeps the ThingRegistry and the subgraph
by the ThingManagerHelper to reflect real-time nearby Things .
4.1.3 The Selector
As described in Section 4.1, the WARBLE application starts an interaction re-
quest with a Binding . Then, the Binding would internally select the relevant de-
vices from the ThingRegistry based on some criteria. The selection is very situa-
tional according to the type of requested interaction, for example:
• An interaction to unlock a door most likely selects the nearest door
• An interaction to show the situation at the front door selects the camera that
captures the corresponding area
The WARBLE middleware utilizes a single fundamental algorithm to select the
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relevant devices by executing a database query to the ThingRegistry . The query is
expressed in one or more Selectors written as Java classes. A Selector requires zero
or more inputs as the predicates from the ContextBuilder , such as GPS location,
current time, and accelerometer data. In a more profound Selector , it may fill the
predicates by collecting contextual data from other sensors in the ThingRegistry
by recursively creating another OneTimeBinding .
By default, the WARBLE middleware provides several basic Selectors to start
with. The following is some examples to better understand the Selector concept.
• AllThingSelector
requires no inputs. The output is all reachable Thing in the ThingRegistry .
• TypeSelector
requires an input of Thing type, such as Camera or Accessor. The output is
all reachable Thing which matches the Thing type.
• NearestThingSelector
requires an input of user current location. The output is the nearest reachable
Thing in the ThingRegistry .
• RangeSelector
requires inputs of location and maximum range. The output is all reachable
Thing within the maximum range measured from the user current location.
The location may be a location other than the user current location.
• LineOfSightSelector
requires an input of location. The output is all reachable Thing which senses
or actuates the state of the specified location. Some examples include camera,
light, and air conditioner.
• InteractionHistorySelector
requires no inputs. The output is all reachable Thing without any records of
Reject in the InteractionHistory .
Since Selector is an abstract query concept to the ThingRegistry , the WARBLE ap-
plication could define new Selectors by extending the abstract Selector .
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A Binding may handle multiple Selectors at the same time. In fact, the basic Se-
lectors as listed above are not very useful only in its form. Nonetheless, when the
application combines them together, they would serve a more purposeful query.
As an example, a TypeSelector on Light and a LineOfSightSelector on user’s loca-
tion would select the appropriate set of lights to illuminate the area surrounding
the user.
4.1.4 The Binding Abstraction
The next step of a WARBLE application’s interaction with Things is to create
and maintain connections to the Things , via a process we call Binding . As men-
tioned previously, Binding is one of WARBLE middleware concepts that objectifies
a temporary one-to-many connection between a user and the possible appropri-
ate devices. Conceptually, WARBLE middleware presents an abstract operation
called bind. The WARBLE application provides Selectors in a call to a bind method,
and such a call returns Proxies to one or more bound Things , assuming a satisfy-
ing Thing can be identified. This Binding abstraction shields the developer from
explicitly dealing with the nuts and bolts of connections to Things , thereby sim-
plifying programming IOT applications. Conceptually, the abstract bind is defined
as:
bind(template, options, [k])
where template is a set of zero or more Selectors , and options dictates the Bind-
ing logic (e.g., one-time vs. dynamic, additional actions to take on Binding , etc.).
Because a Binding request can select more than one Thing , the optional k deter-
mines the maximum number of Things to return. In some cases, there may not
exist k Things that match, so at most k items are returned. The default value is
one. The result of a Binding is an abstract data structure containing Proxies to
bound Things . For simplicity, we treat the data structure as a list, though future
work could layer more complex data structures (e.g., placing Things on a map of
physical space).
OneTimeBinding Requesting a OneTimeBinding requires no Binding options
in bind. We refer to the concrete action as fetch, since it simply fetches Proxies
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for Things that match the template. Upon binding, the ThingManager builds a
subgraph containing the currently available ACCESSOR paths from the Controller
making the request to each selected Thing . This subgraph is given to the Proxy’s
ThingManagerHelper , which, when the application interacts with the Thing via
the Proxy , finds a path to the Thing in the graph. The ThingManagerHelper also
manages any necessary authentication via the ACCESSORS in the graph. If the
paths to the Thing bound to a OneTimeBinding are no longer traversable when an
application attempts to interact with the Proxy , WARBLE middleware returns an
exception. It is entirely in the hands of the application (and user) to ensure that the
Thing is placed in a consistent end state if necessary (e.g., turning a light off when
the application is finished with it) before the Thing becomes unreachable.
Some applications may desire to immediately execute a fixed sequence of op-
erations on a set of selected Things . In WARBLE middleware , batch allows the
application to provide such a sequence of operations, removing the need for the
application programmer to manage Thing Proxies . When invoking the batch One-
TimeBinding , the application provides an onBind parameter, which is effectively
a script of the actions to take upon Binding to each selected Thing . Instead of
returning a Proxy to the application, a batch operation binds the selected Things
then executes the actions directly, internally handling exceptions (such as discon-
nections). When the onBind actions have completed, the bindings effectively go
out of scope.
DynamicBinding In a DynamicBinding , as WARBLE middleware’s Discovery
mechanisms update the ThingRegistry , the specific Things behind a Proxy may
be updated. This is handled in each DynamicBinding’s ThingManagerHelper ,
which listens for and responds to updates in the ThingRegistry . For instance, if
the application is connected to the two closest light Things , when new lights are
discovered, WARBLE middleware notifies the ThingManagerHelper , which checks
whether the new lights are closer and updates the Proxy bindings as needed. If the
connectivity paths to a bound Thing change, the graph embedded in the Proxy’s
ThingManagerHelper is similarly updated.
A DynamicBinding Proxy is read-only. To change the state of a DynamicBind-
ing Proxy , applications specify a plan that defines the desired continuous state
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of bound ACTUATOR Things . When new Things are bound to the Proxies , the
ThingManagerHelper automatically adjusts their state using the instructions en-
coded in the plan without explicit application interaction. Conceptually, this plan is
provided within the Bindingoptions of the DynamicBinding’s bind operation; prac-
tically, the WARBLE middleware API allows specifying the plan separately from
the Binding , which also allows the plan to be updated without tearing down a
DynamicBinding and building a new one. When WARBLE middleware updates
a DynamicBinding , prior bound Things are unbound; upon unbinding the Thing-
ManagerHelper returns unbound Things to their state before they were bound to
the DynamicBinding .
4.1.5 The InteractionHistory
WARBLE middleware’s InteractionHistory stores information about interactions
with particular Things in particular contexts. Each user device maintains its own
InteractionHistory . This is an intentional design decision to personalize the use of
prior interactions per user; placing this information in a shared repository may vi-
olate privacy. Further, what constitutes a successful interaction for two users may
be different. Associating the InteractionHistory with a user is therefore motivated
by our goal of personalizing the IOT. On the other hand, there are good reasons for
sharing InteractionHistory among users who interact with the same Things . Shar-
ing may lead to faster learning, especially in spaces that are new to a user or with
which the user interacts only rarely. Therefore, an alternative design could push
(some of) the InteractionHistory to Things themselves, leading to the emergence of
an IOT infrastructure that learns about itself and its ability to support applications.
The InteractionHistory maintains entries for all actions performed by the ap-
plication on a binding, including an entry each the time a dynamic binding’s plan
changes the state of some bound thing. Each entry represents a successful or un-
successful action taken on a Thing that was bound based on some templates. We
associate a timestamp to each piece of InteractionHistory , and applications can
tailor Selector behavior based on these timestamps.
Entries in the InteractionHistory are initialized during selection, but because
entries require information collected as the application interacts with a bound
Thing , they must be updated over time. The complete process is:
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1. An application initiates a bind, including the template. This creates a pend-
ing InteractionHistory entry (noted with the p subscript) for each Thing that
matches the selection:
(id, template, Thing)p
id is a unique identifier for the InteractionHistory entry.
2. The application interacts with the Proxy , either directly, in the case of a One-
TimeBinding or indirectly through the plan, in the case of the dynamic bind-
ing. The ThingManagerHelper captures each interaction (e.g., each method
called on the Proxy), copies the related pending entry, marks the copy as
complete (noted by the c subscript), and notes the specific action taken and its
timestamp. The action includes the context of the interaction; in our current
implementation, we simply log the Controller device’s location. Multiple
interactions create multiple completed entries in the history. WARBLE mid-
dleware assumes that the interaction is successful until notified otherwise:
(id, time, template, Thing , action, true)c
3. An application may give explicit feedback by invoking Reject on a Thing for
its most recent action, marking the entry unsuccessful (i.e., changing true to
false):
(id, time, template, Thing , action, false)c
A Reject notice also initiates a rollback, which examines the rejected action
(e.g., camera.turn(45)) and performs the logical undo-action (e.g., camera.turn(-45)).
These undo actions are specified in the WARBLE middleware Thing Adapter .
It is now possible to see how WARBLE middleware can use the InteractionHis-
tory to influence selection. For example, when invoked given a reference location
and time range ([tstart, tend]), a WARBLE middleware Selector can examine each
Thing in the registry that satisfies the applications’ template. For each matching
Thing , the selection retrieves relevant InteractionHistory tuples (i.e., those about
the selected Thing whose timestamps are within the range) and examines whether
interacting with the Thing is expected to be successful at the given location.
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Table 4: Warble API methods summary
Method Description
Instantiation
Warble() creates a WARBLE middleware instance to access its API; initiates continu-
ous discovery in the background
Discovery
warble.discover() performs a full discovery process manually
OneTimeBinding
warble.fetch(template, [k]) fetches k Things matching requirements in template; provides the abstract
bind for a OneTimeBinding
warble.batch(template, onbind, [k]) selects k Things matching requirements in template and executes the ac-
tions listed in onBind immediately
warble.reject(Things) indicates a mismatch in Binding for each of the provided Things
DynamicBinding
warble.dynamicBind(template) creates a DynamicBinding instance for Things matching the requirement
in template
dBind.fetch([k]) fetches k Things matching requirement in template for DynamicBinding
dBind.bind(plan) starts the DynamicBinding to serve the configuration in plan
dBind.unbind() stops the DynamicBinding
dBind.reject([Things]) indicates a mismatch in DynamicBinding and triggers another Binding
process
Plan
Plan() creates a Plan instance
plan.set(preferenceKey, value) sets value of key identified by preferenceKey (e.g.
Plan.Key.LIGHTING_ON)
plan.unset(preferenceKey) unsets a preferenceKey
plan.unsetAll() clears all preferenceKey settings
4.2 Implementation: Programming with WARBLE middleware
We have implemented WARBLE middleware on Android (in Java); its API is in
Table 4. WARBLE middleware and examples available at https://github.com/UT-
MPC/Warble3. We next walk through several use cases relating to smart lights
with the specific aim of demonstrating how WARBLE middleware achieves the
design goals of interoperability and personalization. These examples also demon-
strate how developers use WARBLE middleware to simplify the programming task;
the next section quantifies these details. We use lighting examples because they are
straightforward and accessible; additional examples with other types of SENSORS
and ACTUATORS are available. All told, WARBLE middleware currently supports
11 types of Things . We have integrated four concrete Things from three vendors
with four different discovery mechanisms.
Personalization in WARBLE middleware Unlike a centralized view of the IOT in
which one program controlled by the space determines Things’ behavior, WARBLE
middleware provides abstractions to allow individual applications to use Things
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directly. A WARBLE application interacts with the ThingRegistry to determine at
runtime, what the best Things are for a given need. In contrast, existing IOT mid-
dleware create program scripts at compile time that choreograph the behavior of the
space’s Things . This is a subtle shift; WARBLE middleware is appropriate for appli-
cation interactions that are highly adaptive and context dependent. In contrast, ex-
isting approaches like Node-RED (Node-RED, 2013) and Calvin (Persson and An-
gelsmark, 2015) are more suitable for these predictable and scriptable interactions.
WARBLE middleware is more similar to middleware that take a service-oriented
approach (Soldatos et al., 2015). These approaches provide web-programming
based interfaces to Things in which applications construct and invoke web re-
quests. In contrast, WARBLE middleware’s Binding and feedback concepts pro-
vide a higher-level of programming abstraction more tailored to interacting with
Things in an object-oriented way. Further, the service-oriented IOT middleware
are designed to run on heavyweight cloud infrastructure and are not compatible
with an approach that executes entirely on lightweight edge devices (Ngu et al.,
2017).
Interoperability in WARBLE middleware Once Things are available within the
WARBLE middleware ThingRegistry , all WARBLE applications interact with all
things using the same set of interfaces (as shown in Listing 1). This approach is
very similar to the many other existing efforts at semantic mapping of Things to
software interfaces (Eisenhauer et al., 2009, Wang et al., 2010, Tan et al., 2010, Yap
et al., 2008). Our current implementation of the Service Interface at the bottom of
Figure 6 is, therefore, a straightforward mapping of vendor classes to WARBLE
middleware types. However, it is a straightforward extension of the Service Inter-
face to also enable mapping from other semantic descriptions (e.g., SensorML (Sen-
sorML, 2007) or OWL (OWL, 2012)).
Concrete Things and Selectors Listing 1 shows several examples of adapters,
which are provided to WARBLE middleware’s TypeSelector when creating a tem-
plate. WARBLE middleware also currently has three context selectors. The Near-
estThingSelector takes a location and selects the Things closest to the location.
The RangeSelector requires returned Things to be within the specified range of the
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Listing 2: Application-defined selector based on line of sight
1 public class LOSSelector extends AbstractSelector {
2 public LOSSelector(Location location, double heading,
3 double angle, double range) {
4 // ... save instance variables
5 }
6 @Override
7 public List<Thing> select() {
8 CircleSector sector = // ... compute sector
9 List<Thing> reg = Warble.getInstance().getThings();
10 List<Thing> selectedThings = new ArrayList<>();
11 for(Thing thing : reg)





provided location. The InteractionHistorySelector returns Things for which the
InteractionHistory has not logged a negative interaction at the given location. Be-
low, we also develop a line of sight selector as an example of how applications can
add new Selectors to WARBLE middleware .
Adding New Things to WARBLE middleware The Thing base class assumes ev-
ery Thing has a UUID, location, a set of discovery mechanisms, and a set of (di-
rect) connections to other Things . WARBLE middleware employs the Command
design pattern (Beck, 1995), so every Thing must also implement a callCommand
method that handles requests to change the state of the Thing (for ACTUATORS) or
to retrieve the state of the Thing (for SENSORS). Integrating a new Thing simply
requires selecting the appropriate Adapter (e.g., Light or SmokeDetector) and over-
riding the callCommand method. This override is simplified by State definitions for
each of Adapter type (e.g., LightState, etc.) and a setState method in the Thing base
class.
Adding new Selectors WARBLE middleware’s Selectors can be extended to im-
plement application-specific selection. An example is a line of sight Selector , whose
code is in Listing 2. The author of the LineOfSightSelector (1) extends WAR-
BLE middleware’s AbstractSelector ; (2) defines a constructor, which takes param-
eters required to scope the selector; and (3) overrides the AbstractSelector’s select
method, which encodes the selector logic, in this case selecting Things within the
sector of a circle centered at location, with a radius of range, given the heading and
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Listing 3: Application code for a WARBLE middleware OneTimeBinding
1 Warble warble = new Warble(); //initiates discovery





7 List<Thing> things = warble.fetch(template, 3); //things contains the Proxies
8 for (Thing thing : things) {
9 if (thing instance of Light)
10 ((Light) thing).on(); //simplified , Command Pattern
11 else if (thing instance of Thermostat)
12 ((Thermostat) thing).setTemperature(298); //in Kelvin
13 }
angle. An application can use this Selector when creating a template; the selection
process combines it with the rest of the Selectors in the template to determine which
Things to engage in the Binding .
Programming with WARBLE middleware Binding is driven by application-supplied
templates that state the requirements of selection. Listing 3 shows an application
initiating a OneTimeBinding to select the three closest Light or Thermostat Things
for which the InteractionHistory has no record of Reject actions at the location my-
Loc. After constructing the template, the application invokes fetch, which returns
a List of Proxies . The application interacts with these Proxies using the Light and
Thermostat Adapter interfaces. Listing 4 shows a (partially elided) native imple-
mentation of the same functionality, albeit without the InteractionHistory . The
application itself must directly call discovery and directly implement the detailed
selector logic. This approach is unwieldy for the developer, error-prone, not future-
proof, and does not provide generic forms for interacting with Things .
Listing 5 shows a WARBLE middleware DynamicBinding using the same tem-
plate. The application’s plan sets a Light to on. This plan is executed any time the
Proxy is bound to a Light. The plan also sets the ambient temperature; this is exe-
cuted any time the Proxy is bound to a Thermostat. The use of the plan for specific
Thing types is implicit; a Thermostat simply does not understand the command
LIGHTING_ON, so it is ignored. Listing 5 also shows the application updating the
plan, which updates the state of bound Things and changes the Binding behavior
for future bound Things .
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Listing 4: (Partial) Native implementation of OneTimeBinding
1 public void useThings() {
2 int [] types = {THING_CONCRETE_TYPE.LIGHT,
3 THING_CONCRETE_TYPE.THERMOSTAT};
4 // ... other variables , e.g ., location , threshold, etc .
5 // rely on underlying discovery mechanism
6 List<Thing> discoveredThings = Thing.discover();
7 List<Thing> selectedThings = selectType(discoveredThings, types);
8 selectedThings = selectLocation(selectedThings);
9 for (Thing thing : selectedThings)
10 // ... same as lines 9-13 in Listing 3
15 }
16 List<Thing> selectType(List<Thing> things, int[] types){
17 List<Thing> selectedThings = new ArrayList<>();





23 // return things within a threshold distance
24 List<Thing> selectLocation(List<Thing> things){/*...*/}
WARBLE middleware’s programming simplification is even starker for the Dy-
namicBinding . Listing 6 shows natively implemented code that is similar in func-
tionality to the WARBLE middleware DynamicBinding in Listing 5. As shown the
native application must implement a form of runnable thread that periodically in-
vokes discovery of Things and manually enacts the application’s desired behavior
(i.e, the WARBLE middleware plan) on the discovered Things . Omitted from this
listing is all the necessary exception handling code and how the application han-
dles Things it was using that have gone out of scope. All of these behaviors are
handled automatically in WARBLE middleware ; none of the DynamicBinding code
for the WARBLE middleware interaction is elided in Listing 5.
InteractionHistory Conceptually, we view the InteractionHistory as a single unit
as shown in Figure 6. The implementation, however, contains two distinct compo-
nents: the local and global histories. Each Controller maintains its own local history
in main memory. The local history functions like a cache and 1) provides fast access
to entries that will be duplicated (e.g., pending entries copied when an application
interacts with a Thing) or updated (e.g., completed entries updated upon a Reject )
and 2) maintains action objects that contain code for rolling back an action in case
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Listing 5: Application code for a WARBLE middleware DynamicBinding
1 Warble warble = new Warble(); //initiates discovery
2 List<Selector> template = new ArrayList<>();




6 Plan plan = new Plan();
7 plan.set(Plan.Key.LIGHTING_ON, true);
8 plan.set(Plan.Key.AMBIENT_TEMPERATURE, 298);
9 DBinding dBind = warble.dynamicBind(template, 3);
10 dBind.bind(plan); // start binding based on plan
11 // ...
12 plan.set(Plan.LIGHTING_COLOR, "RGB#EEEEEE");
13 dBind.bind(plan); // bind again with changed light color
Listing 6: (Partial) native implementation of dynamic binding
1 public class ContinuousThread implements Runnable {
2 public ContinuousThread(/* ... */){/* initialization */}
3 public void run() {
4 List<Thing> discoveredThings = Thing.discover();
5 List<Thing> selectedThings = //...Listing 4 Lines 8-9
7 // manually enact the plan
8 for (Thing thing : selectedThings)
9 // .. same as lines 9-13 in Listing 3
14 // continuously recheck the surrounding things
15 while (! stopFlag) {
16 discoveredThings = Thing.discover();
17 newSelectedThings = // select again by type/location
18 if (!newSelectedThings.equals(selectedThings)){
19 // manually enact the plan on any new things
20 // put old things in their original states
21 }
22 selectedThings = newSelectedThings;






of a Reject .
In contrast, the global history resides on-disk and is accessible to and maintains
histories for all WARBLE middleware Controllers on the user device. Entries that
are unlikely to be updated or duplicated are flushed from the local history to the
global history. Code (such as a rollback operation) is not stored in the global his-
tory; rollback should not be required on entries in the global history. When to flush
entries is an open research question; for now, WARBLE middleware flushes entries
prior to new selection operations because selection may rely on the availability of




After simplifying the complex design problem of INTERNET OF THINGS in Chap-
ter 2, WARBLE extends its reach to design the IOT architecture and the IOT model.
WARBLE has been studying a number of different approaches to architect a solu-
tion for building the IOT-enabled space. Ideally, the outcome of the research has
its evaluation performed in a real IOT space, engaging real devices and real user
interactions. However, there may be many implementation issues arise during the
setup, especially the time-related and the cost-related issues. Off-the-shelf IOT de-
vices may not have the desired flexibility for the research and, therefore, a complete
self-prototype is paramount to continue with the experiment. The barrier of learn-
ing new side technical knowledge might also become a hurdle. Instrumentation
of an IOT space requires several thorough assessments to provide the right data
extraction process. Additionally, the need to perform an extensive preparation for
real human interaction experiment is also essential to extract useful dataset.
MESH targets to alleviate these research and development issues. It provides
an extensible framework to model an open IOT space which is ready for a quick
instrumentation. The objective is to enable faster and easier architecture modeling
while being as close as possible with the real environment. By design, the compre-
hensiveness in MESH is developed with the WARBLE vision in mind. The following
is the list of user stories of MESH.
• To render a closed system with a 3-dimensional space and its IOT compo-
nents
• To prototype an IOT device programmatically
• To emulate human-to-device and device-to-device interactions with time
• To design an IOT architecture to manage the simulated IOT components
• To engineer and execute IOT models on any IOT devices
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5.1 MESH Use Case
This section describes a use case that highlights the purpose of MESH to be
more tangible.
A researcher considers an idea of IOT architecture only for a large building. It dis-
cretizes the entire closed space into multiple chambers. A chamber is defined as a partially-
hollow space bounded by walls. Every chamber has an ACCESSOR with a Model Ana-
lyzer SERVICE to govern the interactions within the chamber. The ACCESSOR has the
final word to decide what the best action for the user is. But it needs inputs from the other
IOT devices. Every IOT device in the chamber also runs its own model internally and
gives an independent recommendation to the Model Analyzer for decision making. The
researcher has a dataset of prior user interactions with those IOT devices.
To see how this architecture idea performs in the chamber level before proceeding to
the building level, the researcher can implement the architecture in MESH. He creates a
MESH system with a certain dimension that represents a chamber. Then, he creates a mock
ACCESSOR with a Model Analyzer SERVICE and other devices in the chamber. He also
needs to programmatically implement the right model into the devices. Each device is ei-
ther ACCESSOR, SENSOR, or ACTUATOR with the capability to run its recommendation
model in real time. By replaying the user interactions, the fresh model in the Model Ana-
lyzer may learn and practice these prior interactions so that it could predict the appropriate
actions when a similar context is detected. Depending on availability, some devices might
have been provided by default in MESH. However, the rest must extend the super device.
Then, the IOT model can be programmed into the devices.
During the simulation, the SENSOR can get sensory data from the simulated space
properties while the ACTUATOR can manipulate the simulated space properties. Accord-
ing to his architecture, all devices are running their own recommendation models. The
ACCESSOR gathers the recommendation inputs by utilizing MESH communication chan-
nels. Then, its model makes an informed decision and executes the generated actions on
behalf of the user.
The researcher can issue a time manipulation command to run step by step or continu-
ously. This feature allows the researcher to probe many attributes in the system, especially
at the critical point of time. In result, he analyzes the performance of the under-test IOT
architecture and the IOT model. The processes can be iterated until the researcher are
satisfied with his architecture.
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5.2 Conceptual Architecture
Figure 8 depicts the conceptual architecture of MESH application. To the exter-
nal, MESH provides a running command-line interface, the MESH API , to interact
with all MESH features. The visualization is not the primary target in MESH, but
the MESH API could generate the input data for the visualization application, es-
pecially to visualize the IOT system. After the user starts MESH, the MESH API
would run in an indefinite loop that waits for an incoming command. The MESH
API module handles all incoming commands to and outgoing responses from the
MESH Core .
A MESH user usually starts by constructing a System . There are two ways
to construct: (1) using MESH API commands to construct a System from scratch,
adding the components one by one, (2) loading from an input file in JSON for-
mat (JSON, 1999). For both ways, the SpaceFactors assumes a role to handle the
System construction. The System consists of a Space , multiple Entities , and mul-
tiple Channels . The Space not only defines the System spatial dimension but also
contains the SpaceFactors , such as matter composition and temperature. Next,
we add the Entities , i.e., IOT devices and also the IOT user, into the System . The
sensors get contextual data from the SpaceFactors , while the actuator imposes a
change to the SpaceFactors . Lastly, we define the Channels to connect device-to-
device and device-to-user. That may include discovery processes, data transfer
processes, or power transfer processes.
After the System is ready, the SpaceFactors handles the API commands to
probe any attributes in the System . This is useful to provide the MESH user or
a visualization application with evident data of the System . On the other hand,
the SpaceFactors could manipulate the state of the System . Until this point, MESH
is ready to execute the active interactions in the System . We could start to evaluate
our design, IOT models, IOT device prototype, etc.
In the simulation, we manipulate the time by using the time manipulation com-
mands, like runstep/rs, run, and stop. The Time Keeper module runs the simula-
tion by timestep , where a timestep is a preset time interval for running the simu-
lated interactions. In the case that a runstep/rs command is used, the Time Keeper
will run the simulation for one timestep , then stop. However, a run command
will run continuously a timestep over another until stop is received. By default,
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Figure 8: MESH Conceptual Architecture
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one timestep is one second but it is modifiable at runtime. Algorithm 1 shows
processes that are executed for a single timestep .
After internal initializing processes, Time Keeper runs all Actuate Functions
and all Sense Functions of all Entities in order, if any. These Functions will be de-
scribed further in Section 5.3.3. Subsequently, the Time Keeper waits indefinitely
for any manual interactions from the MESH API until the user issues another run-
step/rs command. The Time Keeper skips this step if a run command is used.
Next, all loaded interactions whose timestamp is within the timestep are executed.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm of a Single Iteration in a timestep
Result: void
initialization;
for entity in entities do
entity.actuate() // run Actuate function
end
for entity in entities do
entity.sense() // run Sense function
end
wait for manual interactions from MESH API (skip in "run" command);
for interaction in inT imeInteractions do
execute interaction
end




Afterward, each SpaceFactor runs a decay function before continuing to the
next step. A decay function is a function which follows the physics laws on a
SpaceFactor to achieve the equilibrium with time. As an example, the positive
Luminosity in an IOT space would disappear instantly when the light source is
switched off. In another example, temperature differences in multiple locations
will affect MatterMovement to disperse the heat evenly. The final step is to run the
internal termination functions before moving to the next iteration.
All of these sequential steps are executed in the main computer process. How-
ever, MESH can delegate the internal computation in the Entities to other computer
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processes as if they are in the real deployment. This is fulfilled by Compute Func-
tion , refer to Section 5.3.3 for more details. The main target of this feature is to run
the device’s IOT model in a separate process.
5.3 MESH Main Features
When we need a higher degree of luminosity, we turn on the lights. When we
suffer from hot temperature, we turn on the air conditioner. Inspired by how our
reasoning turns contextual data into actions, we recognize that there is a necessity
to manipulate one or more space properties (also known as space factors), such as
luminosity and temperature. Then, we disjoint the complex system into multiple
encapsulated components or layers which cohere to our reasoning when doing
the human-device interaction. The current MESH primarily focuses on the basic
environmental necessities like the SpaceFactors . However, the non-environmental
necessities, for instance, the feeling of thirst, the will to listen to music, and the
demand to go to another place, have separate abstract property layers that are
non-spatial. While most of our IOT focus is related to space properties, the idea
may be extensible to non-space properties. This may be an unresolved research
topic. Furthermore, the idea, which disjoints the complexity in this way, can also
be applied to building the IOT architecture and the IOT models.
5.3.1 The Space and The SpaceFactor
As mentioned previously, a SENSOR or an ACTUATOR performs a function on
one or more space factors in the Space . Therefore, MESH encapsulates each into
a SpaceFactor so that we can have a better view of a single space factor alone. A
SpaceFactor is composed of one or more SpaceSubfactors which are highly de-
pendent on each other. In the case that a SpaceFactor can be represented with
only one SpaceSubfactor , the SpaceFactor is technically equal to the SpaceSubfac-
tor . Otherwise, while we can perform an analysis on the SpaceSubfactor level, a
SpaceSubfactor is not supposed to stand alone in representing the space property.
A 3-dimensional array represents a SpaceSubfactor , with the exact dimension
of the Space . Each element of the array represents a space sub-property of a single
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unit cube in the IOT space. The element can take a value of Integer, Float, String,















The following is the list of SpaceFactors which are currently supported in MESH.
MatterComposition represents the presence of matter in the Space . As light,
heat, radio waves, electricity propagate differently through different matters, this
SpaceFactor is essential to be the base of the other SpaceFactors . The matter types
are classified into four different categories listed in Table 5. At the category level,
we can have Ether to be displaced by the others, Gas to be displaced by Liquid and
Solid, and Liquid to be displaced by Solid only.
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Table 5: MESH Matter Types
Category Matter Type Description
Ether Ether a non-existent hypothetical matter OR vacuum
Gas Atmosphere
breathable air surrounding us
transparent
Smoke gas with combustion residue, opaque
Liquid Water transparent
Solid
Organic a collection of organic matter composing living organismsnon-heat conductive, non-electrical conductive, opaque
Plastic non-heat conductive, non-electrical conductive, opaque
Wood non-heat conductive, non-electrical conductive, opaque
Glass heat conductive, non-electrical conductive, transparent
Concrete non-heat conductive, non-electrical conductive, opaque
Metal heat conductive, electrical conductive, opaque
Perfect Solid impenetrable
Luminosity The Luminosity SpaceFactor is useful for evaluating the interactions
pertaining to visible light. It comprises of three SpaceSubfactors : Hue, Saturation,
and Brightness. All of them takes an integer as the value of the element. Hue
ranges from 0 − 360 whereas Saturation and Brightness range from 0 − 100. This
SpaceFactor interacts closely with the MatterComposition because the presence
of a matter might change the light propagation, such as absorption, reflection, or
refraction. The Luminosity SpaceFactor also decays with time in an instant. The
external environment might change this SpaceFactor also, for example, the sun ray
enters from a glass window.
Temperature The amount of heat in a discrete space decides the temperature. In
MESH, it is represented by an integer value in Kelvin. Most of the IOT devices gen-
erate heat when active. Although they are sometimes negligible, we should take
the effect into account. Some examples of IOT device affecting Temperature Space-
Factor are an air conditioner, stove, oven, light, and personal computer. The decay
function of temperature (heat) depends on the external environment. If the Space
does not allow the heat to escape, for example, due to a solid wall, the Temperature
SpaceFactor does not decay.
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Humidity The Humidity SpaceFactor refers to the relative humidity of the air,
expressed in percentage. Air conditioner and dehumidifier are examples of Hu-
midity ACTUATORS. Similar to the Temperature SpaceFactor , the decay of hu-
midity depends on the external environment and the barrier which separates the
System and the outside environment.
MatterMovement TheMatterMovement SpaceFactor contains the instantaneous
velocity of the matter relative to the System . It splits into three components: (1) X-
axis SpaceSubfactor , (2) Y-axis SpaceSubfactor , (3) Z-axis SpaceSubfactor . The unit
of each component is in meter per second (m/s). This SpaceFactor relates closely
to MatterComposition SpaceFactor because the decay rate depends on the matter
type. The MatterMovement SpaceFactor may also get affected by the Tempera-
ture SpaceFactor because hot gas or liquid rises and cold gas or liquid sinks. The
examples of MatterMovement ACTUATORS are a fan and an air conditioner.
5.3.2 Spatial Resolution
Most technological implementations started by releasing the basic features. Then,
they released multiple incremental features and, therefore, gradually fine-tuned
the user experience. In its infancy, the current IOT also progresses by aiming the
basic human interactions, for example, managing the luminosity of a room. De-
spite its ubiquity, these interactions are simpler to be modeled and predicted. The
construction of its context awareness is still spatially coarse. As it starts to get a
grip on the right design, we would expect that more advanced and specific in-
teractions progressively get addressed. The IOT devices would also have more
capabilities and precision. This is where the context awareness becomes finer and
delicate. The IOT models would work harder to shape a more harmonious cos-
mos. In this futuristic technological state, the IOT may be capable to engage the
right luminosity on the book you are reading OR to add more dose of water only
on the withering plants.
Due to this expectation, MESH implements this feature to increase the level of
spatial detail in the framework gradually as necessary. Increasing the resolution
also enables more precision on the sensor and actuator. We could view the IOT
system in more detail and more possible types of interaction can be developed
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from there. Consequently, the simulation of the IOT model becomes more complex
with more possible high-level applications. However, a higher degree of resolution
comes with a cost of computing power and storage. MESH implements the system
using a set of 3-dimensional arrays. Doubling the resolution would theoretically
increase the need for computing power and storage by 23 = 8.
5.3.3 Function Composition
A System is composed of a number of Entities which diverse in terms of types
and capabilities, for example, a normal light and a smart light. To build an instance
of an Entity with a set of desired capabilities, MESH utilizes the concept of Function
composition. A Entity may have zero or more Functions . An example of an Entity
that does not have Functions is a bookshelf without any intelligent features.
Actuate This Function enables the Entity to manipulate the state of various Space-
Factors . A simulated ACTUATOR defines the Actuate method according to the be-
havior of a real ACTUATOR. As an example, a physical light emits visible light with
a specific spectrum profile and also heat to the surrounding. This IOT device can
be simulated by defining an Actuate Function that changes the Luminosity Space-
Factor and the Temperature SpaceFactor . This Function implementation executes
within a Time Keeper iteration described in Algorithm 1.
Sense This Function enables the Entity to detect and measure the current state of
various SpaceFactors . This Function is essential to build a SENSOR. An Entity can
be designed to have the precision similar to a real device, for example, a motion
sensor that has a sight angle of 90◦. This IOT device can be simulated by defining
a Sense Function that detects any changes in the MatterComposition SpaceFactor .
Similar to Actuate Function , this Function implementation executes within a Time
Keeper iteration described in Algorithm 1.
Tasked This Function defines that an Entity can handle a task or be controlled
by another Entity . Most of the Entities have this Function defined because Tasked
handles both system-level tasks and entity-level tasks. System-level task is common
for an Entity that performs at least a SERVICE.
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Table 6: Tasked Task Names in MESH
Task Name Value Format Description
System-Level
GET_SYSTEM_INFO N/A To get system-level info of an Entity
SET_POWER {"power": obj} To set input power of an Entity
ACTIVE N/A To activate an Entity in system-level










To execute Sense Function
Entity-Level
GET_INFO N/A To get entity-level info of an Entity
Table 7: Tasked Task Response in MESH
Status Result
OK depends on the task
ERROR {"error": string}
In MESH, we can add a light connected to a light switch. When we flip the
light switch, MESH internally sends a system-level task to the light to supply the
electric power. The system-level task is used by MESH to execute the functionality
in system level. On the other hand, a smart light is switched on by a user through
its mobile device. The simulated mobile device uses an entity-level task to encap-
sulate the request.
A task is defined as
task(task_name, value)
Table 6 shows the non-exhaustive list of ’s task name.
A task is always followed by a task response which is defined as:
taskResponse(status, result)
Table 7 lists the possible statuses in a taskResponse. The result content depends on
the requested task.
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Compute This Function enables an Entity to start a separate computing process
parallel to the main process. By utilizing this Function , it could simulate a Entity
that has a computational power for a general-purpose feature, for example, to start
a web server, to run an IOT model, or to analyze sensory raw data on the chip.
Powered This Function allows an Entity to require electric power to be func-
tional. This Function is used when we need more realistic simulation in MESH.
Concretely, a refrigerator needs electric power to function. Therefore, we need to
supply power through a power cable. We can append a Powered Function to the
refrigerator instance. However, in a less realistic simulation which the IOT model
does not concern with this aspect, Powered can be omitted and we assume that
the refrigerator is always supplied with the power.
5.4 Implementation
We have created a MESH implementation written in Python. The source code
is publicly available at https://github.com/yosefsaputra/Mesh. When this thesis
is being written, MESH development is still in progress. Any changes will be com-
municated on the GitHub page. In this section, we will discuss how to use MESH
in a simple example to uses a Space with a power supply, a light switch, and a
smart light. First, we look at Table 8 which shows the design of MESH API . We
choose Python as the development language because of the abundant Python li-
braries for data science and the object-oriented paradigm. The development of the
IOT model is a data analysis and manipulation problem. Therefore, there are great
benefits to have access to many data science and machine learning libraries. With
object-oriented language, MESH will be extensible for more features, SpaceFactors ,
and Entities .
Using MESH in Command-Line Currently, MESH only supports the simulation
without any prior saved System state. When MESH starts, it always starts from
fresh and no System is running. MESH uses several Python libraries which can be
found in requirements.txt. Listing 7 shows several MESH commands in action to
create a System with a power supply, a light switch, and a smart light. Then, we
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Table 8: MESH API
Command Description
System Command
load <system.json> To load system.json to create and to populate a System
load <interaction.json> To load interaction.json to populate the interaction bank
create system




To create a space in the system with







To create an entity in the system with
UUID of uuid,
type of type,
position of x,y,z, and
dimension multiplier of x_mul,y_mul,z_mul in space





To create a channel of type
between entity s_no and entity d_no
list system To list and to get details of the current System
list space To list and to get details of the current Space
list entity To list and to get details of the Entities
list channel To list and to get details of the Channels
view space To view the state of spacefactors
Time Manipulation Command
runstep To run a timestep
run To run timesteps continuously
stop To stop MESH from running timesteps continuously






To send a task with
task level of task_level




Listing 7: Using MESH in Command-Line
1 python mesh.py
2 ===== Welcome to Mesh! =====
3 >> create system -n MySystem
4 >> create space -d 40,30,12 -r 1
5 >> create entity -t power_supply -p 0,0,0
6 >> create entity -t switch -p 19,14,9
7 >> create entity -u 859e35d2-62c9-4e8d-ab23-7aca3a0f25f4 -t light -p 9,14,9 -dx 1,1,1
8 >> list entity // returns 0-power_supply, 1-switch, 2-light
9 >> create channel -t power_wire -s 0 -d 1
10 >> create channel -t power_wire -s 1 -d 2
11 >> load system.json // above steps can be replaced with this line
12 >> load interaction.json // to load interaction . json
13 >> task -l SYSTEM -t ACTIVATE -i 0 // to activate the power supply
14 >> task -l SYSTEM -t ACTIVATE -i 1 // to activate the light switch
15 >> task -l SYSTEM -t ACTIVATE -i 2 // to activate the light
16 >> runstep
17 >> view space >> space.dat // to dump spacefactor states to file space.dat




connect them together with Channels so that the electric power can be transferred
from the power supply to the light. We start by running the main mesh.py file with
python. It starts the running command-line workspace. After the setup, we could
interact with the Entities by sending system-level tasks. Then, we manipulate the
simulated time by executing time-manipulation commands.
Programming with MESH On the other hand, we could also use MESH directly
in Python. At this point, this method exposes more MESH features and attributes.
Listing 8 shows the equivalent Python code with the scenario in the command-line
above.
Adding a New Entity Adding a new type of Entity requires a new class extend-
ing Concrete class. After overriding several methods, we can add and define Func-
tions to the new Entity . Listing 9 shows the existing Light class with all coded
features and Functions .
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Listing 8: Programming with MESH
1 def main():
2 # Init Mesh
3 mesh = Mesh()
5 # Create System
6 system = System(’MySystem’)
8 # Put Space on the System
9 system.put_space(dimension=(40, 30, 12), resolution=1,
10 space_factor_types=[i for i in SpaceFactor.SpaceFactor])
12 # Put Entity on the Space
13 power_supply = PowerSupply(uuid=uuid.uuid4())
14 light_switch1 = Switch(uuid=uuid.uuid4())
15 wire_ls1 = PowerWire(power_supply, light_switch1)
16 light1 = Light(uuid=uuid.uuid4())
17 wire_l1 = PowerWire(light_switch1, light1)
19 system.put_entity(power_supply, (19, 14, 9))
20 system.put_entity(light_switch1, (19, 14, 9))
21 system.put_entity(light1, (9, 14, 9))
23 mesh.load_system_file("system.json") # above steps can be replaced with this line









37 light1 .destroy() // to clean up the other computing processes
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Listing 9: Adding a New Entity
1 class Light(Concrete):
2 identifier = ’ light ’
3 default_dimension = (3, 3, 3)
4 default_orientation = (0, 1, 0)
6 default_consume_power_ratings = [ElectricPower(110)]
8 default_hue = 0
9 default_saturation = 0
10 default_brightness = 80
12 default_wattage = 15
14 default_temperature_raise = 5 # Kelvin
16 def __init__(self, uuid, dimension_x=(1, 1, 1),
17 selected_functions=(Function.POWERED, Function.TASKED, Function.COMPUTE,
Function.ACTUATE),





24 // implement the default shape of the new light
26 def validate_functions( self , selected_functions):
27 // validate the valid set of functions for the new light
29 def define_functions( self , selected_functions):
30 // define how the functions are implemented, extending the base function
31 // Here is an example
32 if Function.TASKED in selected_functions:
33 self . functions [Function.TASKED] = LightTasked(self)
34 if Function.ACTUATE in selected_functions:
35 self . functions [Function.ACTUATE] = LightActuate(self)
36 // ...
38 class LightTasked(Tasked):
39 // define the supported task names
40 tasks = [TaskName.GET_SYSTEM_INFO, TaskName.ACTIVE, TaskName.DEACTIVATE,
TaskName.GET_INFO]
42 def handle( self , task) :
43 // implement on how to handle each task name
44 powered = self.entity .get_function(Function.POWERED)
45 power = powered.get_power_input().get_power()
46 if task. level == TaskLevel.ENTITY and power in powered.input_power_ratings:
47 if task.name == TaskName.GET_INFO:
48 task_response = TaskResponse(Status.OK, {’info’: get_info()})
49 else :
50 task_response = TaskResponse(Status.ERROR, {’error’: ’Not Implemented’})
51 return task_response
53 // Another Function implementation
54 class LightActuate(Actuate):
55 def __init__(self, entity):
56 // ...
58 def actuate( self , space, location , orientation ) :
59 // implement how the new light actuate the spacefactors ...





In this section, we move from these qualitative judgments toward quantitative
ones. We also benchmark the trade-offs associated with these programming sim-
plifications.
6.1.1 Measuring Ease of Programming
To measure ease of programming, we created an application and implemented
diverse Bindings . We use MetricsReloaded (MetricsReloaded, 2011) to benchmark
the implementation. Our experiments use a combination of devices, including a
Philips Hue Bridge, Philips Hue Lights, a Wink hub, and GE lights. To control the
experiment, we hardcoded locations. All implementations use the same Android
communication services.
To characterize the overhead of employing WARBLE middleware’s abstractions,
we also benchmark the latency and energy costs of interacting with Things . We use
Android logging to measure latency and the Trepn Profiler (Trepn, 2010) to mea-
sure energy consumption using a sampling rate of 10Hz. All of our measurements
are done using a Moto X (2nd Gen.) with Android 5.1 Lollipop, which covers 85%
of Android devices.
We first compare a native implementation of a OneTimeBinding with WAR-
BLE middleware’s implementation. In the native implementation, the application
finds the closest light by manually querying the Philips Hue Bridge for the avail-
able lights, computing their distances to the user’s Controller location, selecting
the closest ones, and performing an HTTP request to the Philips Hue Bridge. In
the case of the thermostat, we assume each thermostat exposes its own interface
that the Controller can interact with. This interface is not limited to HTTP requests
but extensible to any communication protocol supported by both systems. Each
implementation executes a query to the thermostats and selects the one discov-
ered that is closest to the Controller’s location. Subsequently, the application sends
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Table 9: WARBLE middleware’s code metrics; WARBLE middleware’s improve-
ments are dramatic for all three metrics
One-time Dynamic
Metric Native WARBLE Native WARBLE
Cyclomatic Complexity 3 1 25 1
Max # Indentations 4 2 5 0
Line of Codes 34 13 101 7
commands to the lights and thermostats according to the desired ambient condi-
tions using the appropriate interface given the particular type of each Thing . In
contrast, the application implemented with WARBLE middleware OneTimeBind-
ing uses exactly the code in Listing 3 to achieve the same goal.
Table 9 gives the quantitative comparisons between the two versions. We use
three programmability metrics: (1) the maximum number of indentations, since a high
level of nesting reduces code readability Oman and Cook (1988); (2) cyclomatic
complexity McCabe (1976), which counts paths through the code; (3) and lines of
code, which is a crude measure of programmer effort. The WARBLE middleware
implementation of the OneTimeBinding is substantially better on these metrics
than the native implementation. For instance, the native approach requires more
than 2x the number of lines of code than that by WARBLE middleware ; this dif-
ference is even greater if we include Thing discovery, especially in the common
case that multiple Adapters are used. Additionally, WARBLE middleware’s ab-
stractions are future-proof towards new types of Things , context, and selection
strategies, whereas the native implementation only considers hard-coded lights
and thermostats.
WARBLE middleware’s DynamicBinding We use a similar scenario to evaluate
the degree to which the DynamicBinding simplifies the implementation of contin-
uous interactions with Things . In supporting this continuous behavior, the appli-
cation must make ongoing adjustments in response to a changing set of available
Things . For instance, as the user’s location changes, the user may continuously
require a different set of closest lights and thermostats to maintain the desired am-
bient conditions. The native application must manually adjust bound Things and
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Figure 9: Latency and energy performance components of WARBLE middleware
vs. a native implementation for retrieving Things .
BLE middleware’s DynamicBinding handles this seamlessly on behalf of the appli-
cation. The application implemented with WARBLE middleware uses the code in
Listing 5; Listing 6 shows the analogous native implementation.
Table 9 includes programming metrics for continuous interaction. WARBLE
middleware’s DynamicBinding significantly reduces the programming effort. The
level of complexity decreases dramatically because WARBLE middleware’s abstrac-
tions allow developers to easily and directly capture the user’s intent in the bind-
ing’s template and plan. WARBLE middleware then evaluates and adjusts its fulfill-
ment of the user’s needs in the background. This is a typical use case of personal-
ized IoT applications.
6.1.2 The Overhead of WARBLE middleware
Simplifying programming using a middleware like WARBLE middleware comes
at a cost in terms of energy and latency. Figure 9 shows the components of the la-
tency and energy usage for both approaches. Each reported energy and latency
measurement is an average of 30 repetitions.The errors for the total energy are
±4.5µWh for the native case and ±19µWh for the Warble case, both of which are
within ±5%. The magnitudes of the energy costs are dependent on the particular
device settings; what is relevant, however, is the relative difference between the
two implementations. There are three major contributors to each measurement:
retrieving the available Things from a database (i.e., registry), constructing the IoT
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graph (only in the WARBLE middleware case), and Thing selection. WARBLE mid-
dleware’s added latency is entirely in constructing the IoT graph. This graph is
used by the ThingManagerHelper to carry out the applications’ interactions, so
the cost is amortized over the Proxy’s lifetime. In the native case, in contrast, an
application would incur more exceptions in interacting with Things behind Prox-
ies , having to handle exceptions manually in the application code. The energy
difference is also sizable; in addition to the cost of graph construction, WARBLE
middleware also maintains more detail in the ThingRegistry that must be navi-
gated to resolve requests. However, the magnitudes of these latency and energy
values are well with reason for today’s mobile devices.
6.2 MESH
In this section, we evaluate MESH qualitatively and quantitatively. The qual-
itative evaluation presents a feature-comparison table among various IOT frame-
works. For the quantitative evaluation, a simple setup is used to measure the per-
formance based on different dimensions and resolutions
6.2.1 Qualitative Feature Comparison
We look at several other IOT frameworks that are similar to MESH. Table 10
shows a feature comparison table among the IOT frameworks. This comparison fo-
cuses on the features that are useful for achieving the level of detail in the IOT envi-
sioned in Chapter 2. MESH supports most of these features because it is designed to
fulfill these requirements. CupCarbon (Bounceur, 2016) focuses on the communi-
cation among devices in a smart city setting whereas SimpleIoTSimulator™ (Sim-
pleIoTSimulator) builds a framework for simulating the data collection through
sensor networks with different communication protocols. IOTSim (Zeng et al.,
2017) simulates the internal computation of an IOT device and how to improve it
with situational algorithms, like MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008). Despite
Gazebo (Koenig and Howard, 2004) is the closest 3D simulation with SpaceFactors
(used largely in robotics), it lacks realistic device interactions, for example, a light
switch transfers power to the attached light. It does not have a separate process
for device computational work. MESH still lacks GUI and the support on available
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Table 10: MESH vs Other IOT Frameworks
Features MESH CupCarbon SimpleIoT IOTSim Gazebo
3D Space Simulation 3 7 7 7 3
Time Simulation 3 3 3 7 3
Actuator Simulation 3 7 7 7 3
Sensor Simulation 3 7 3 7 3
Interaction Simulation 3 7 7 7 3
Spatial Resolution 3 7 7 7 7
Connection Simulation 3 3 3 7 7
GUI 7
separate
3 3 7 3
Communication Protocol 7
planned
3 3 7 7
Device Computation 3 7 7 3 3
Level of Detail high med med low med
communication protocol in the framework. The GUI itself is planned to be de-
veloped separately from MESH whereas the communication protocol support has
been planned.
6.2.2 Performance
MESH performance is mainly influenced by the Space dimension and its res-
olution. The manipulation of data in 3D arrays is computational intensive which
theoretically increases by the power of 3. Additionally, other factors that linearly
affect the performance are:
• the number of Entities in the System
• the number of SpaceFactors in the Space
• the number of interactions per timestep
• the complexity of internal processes in the Entities
To characterize the performance, we take a measurement on the duration for
executing one timestep in the simulator. The hardware specification is as follows:
• Intel® Core™ i5-2500k CPU @ 3.30 GHz
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• Chipset Z68
• RAM 8GB 1600 MHz
• NVIDIA GeForce RTX™ 2060
• Ubuntu 18.04 LTS Bionic Beaver
For all the performance measurements, we create a System that comprises of a
power supply, two light switches, and two smart lights. The Space uses all avail-
able SpaceFactors and the Entities use all supported Functions . Both lights have a
separate computing process each (utilizing the Compute Function) that computes
floating-point arithmetic operations continuously in an indefinite loop. This is to
simulate a computational-intensive IOT model in a typical MESH usage. Figure 10
shows the timestep measurement data for different dimension and resolution. For
a given resolution value, the timestep duration increases exponentially. Increasing
the resolution value increases the timestep significantly.
As MESH framework is computationally intensive, we recommend running
MESH in a system with multiple processors. When the IOT model involves statis-
tics and machine learning models, we could use Python libraries, like Tensor-
Flow (Abadi et al., 2015), PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2017), or Scikit-learn (Pedregosa
et al., 2011). These libraries support GPU utilization to gain better performance
and they are compatible with MESH.
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The INTERNET OF THINGS technology is moving forward faster than ever and
it is going to revolutionize our lives in different aspects because of its ubiquity.
However, there are still challenges in creating the software abstraction to manage
the data and other virtual moving parts of billions of IOT devices. Most of the ex-
isting implementations are still far to accommodate natural human-device interac-
tions and to embed the new technologies seamlessly into our daily life. Therefore,
WARBLE explores the hidden possibilities to establish the pervasiveness of the IOT.
In Chapter 2, WARBLE disentangles the complexity of human-device interactions
in a non-IOT world and uses the knowledge to build the IOT architecture and the
IOT models.
This study also focuses on realizing a user-driven IOT architecture by imple-
menting WARBLE middleware . We discuss the internal architecture, the API, and
the implementation of WARBLE middleware . It has three main aspects of interop-
erability, personalization, and ease of programming. WARBLE middleware encap-
sulates the device complexities and captures the user interactions. Then, it uses
the concept of Binding to create interim virtual connections to the relevant devices
based on the user context and needs.
WARBLE actively researches on the IOT architecture and models. To facilitate
the study, MESH provides the capability to analyze the prototype of the architec-
ture or model in a simulated IOT environment. Currently, MESH targets the inter-
action that reflects an environmental necessity, like comfortable room temperature.
In this thesis, we discuss the conceptual architecture and the implementation of
MESH.
Future Work In order to establish the ideal IOT, there is a large gap in the IOT
architecture and models to handle the management of IOT components and to
bring the IOT services to the users naturally. The architecture defines the infras-
tructure, the components, and the interactions among the components in the IOT
technology. An effective architecture allows the components aware of their roles
and functionalities, therefore, they are able to understand each other supporting
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the IOT technology together. The architecture must be scalable and reliable. Addi-
tionally, security and privacy are two essential qualities that are inseparable with
any IOT applications.
The IOT will generate a colossal amount of data from the human-device in-
teractions. Manual data analysis does not scale in this situation. Therefore, our
knowledge of data science and machine learning will definitely help to analyze
the data and to turn it into a set of abstract patterns. Subsequently, the IOT models
are built to represent these patterns. Research in this area enables the formulation
of the appropriate methodologies to perform this analysis.
On the other hand, a research topic on abstracting human-device interactions
will improve the user experience when interacting with the IOT technology. Natu-
ral interactions are necessary so that the users do not realize that they interact with
technology. Nowadays, flipping a light switch to turn on a light is a natural and
mundane action whereas this convenience amazed many people back then.
Specifically for the WARBLE middleware , its current state lacks support on
more IOT ecosystems and also advanced Selectors . More extensive evaluation of
the user-driven architecture is also important to compare with other architectures.
For MESH, improving the performance is the priority while creating GUI would
be very useful to visualize the System . Non-spatial properties, which express the
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